Abstract. The B-Method provides a collection of structuring mechanisms which support information hiding, modularisation and compositionality of module operations, although, in order to achieve compositionality and independent (parallel) re nement, sharing is restricted in B. In this paper we elaborate some non-interference and compositionality assumptions that underlie structuring mechanisms such as uses, sees and imports and show how they may be violated by inducing emerging properties which alter the context of the used, seen or imported machine. We discuss how such situations can be avoided by considering necessary and su cient conditions for logical conservativeness and modularisation. As proof obligations, these conditions ensure that the properties of the context of the seen, used or imported component are conserved, i.e. that they are preserved but not enriched. From a logical viewpoint, these proof obligations require that the uniform interpolant of the contextual extension axioms is implied by the base context.
Introduction
One strength of the B-Method 1] is its support for modular structuring. It provides a collection of structuring mechanisms which support information hiding, modularization and the compositionality of module operations, reuse and proof decomposition 10, 6, 7, 22] . In order to achieve compositionality and independent (parallel) re nement, sharing is restricted in B.
Important work in explaining and harmonizing the structuring mechanisms of B and their interplay with re nement has been done by Bert, Potet, and Rouzaud in 4] and 25, 26] . In 4], they focus on the includes and uses primitives which underlie the structuring of abstract speci cations and in 25] they focus on the sees and imports primitives which underlie the structuring of layered implementations. Mechanisms for supporting composition have also been proposed for extensions of B, as well as in methods closely related to B. B uchi and Back propose in 9] an extension of B with a compositional symmetric sharing mechanism based on roles describing rely/guarantee conditions. This mechanism applies, to sequential systems with shared components, rely/guarantee conditions that had been developed by Jones 19] and St len 28] in order to reason about concurrent rather than modular sharing in a VDM-like logic and syntax. Z provides assembly primitives to facilitate the union of schemata with implicit sharing. In this context, modularity of re nement has also been considered in relation to the promotion of state and operations. (See for example 21] extending 33]). Most of these studies have focused on the dynamic part of the speci cation, i.e., the change of state values and the preservation of the invariant by interacting operations. They have paid less attention to the static part of the speci cation, i.e. the parameters, data types, auxiliary functions and permitted state space.
In this paper we elaborate some non-interference and compositionality assumptions that underlie structuring mechanisms such as uses, sees and imports and show how they may be violated by inducing emerging properties and therefore altering the static context of the used, seen or imported machine. To avoid such violation, a set of contextual proof obligations related to the static part of the speci cation have to be considered. We provide a set of proof obligations which are associated with structuring the static context of an abstract machine, a re nement or an implementation in B. These proof obligations are necessary and su cient to ensure that the properties of the (static) context of the seen, used or imported component are conserved, i.e. that they are preserved but not enriched.
In sections 3, 4, 5 we illustrate the need for such proof obligations by means of simple examples. In subsection 2.6 we explain their logical underpinnings and study their relation with a fundamental meta-logical property of the underlying logic, namely Interpolation. With the exception of importing an abstract machine in an implementation, these proof obligations about the static context of abstract machines, re nements and implementations in B have not been considered in the B- Book 1] . On the other hand, some of them have been implemented in release Beta 4.58 of the B- Toolkit 2] . Finally, in section 6 we summarise the results presented in this paper and discuss potential extensions of these results.
Background: The Structuring Primitives of B
The B-method has four composition primitives, each associated with a basic structuring mechanism. These are includes (and extends), uses, imports and sees. We brie y discuss each in turn.
Incremental Speci cation: The includes and extends Primitives
The includes primitive can be understood as textual inclusion of a speci cation module with the additional constraint that the variables of the included component can only be modi ed indirectly through its own operations (encapsulation). This guarantees that the invariant of a consistent included component is preserved by the operations of the including component. The operations of the included component become visible at the interface of the including one only if they are referenced in the promotes clause; otherwise they are hidden. extends is a special case of includes where all operations are promoted.
includes provides a mechanism for structuring large speci cations. It allows the abstract state to be decomposed into independent parts, each encapsulated by a separate included machine. The state of the including machine contains the states of all included components. Hence includes is transitive with respect to the knowledge of state variables. Subsequent inclusions are required to form a chain (i.e., no branching is allowed) to prevent sharing of variables, although copies of a machine can be included by renaming into disjoint name-spaces. However, names of sets and constants do not participate in the renaming 2]. To preserve the validity of proofs concerning the included machine, the includes primitive imposes the following \syntactic 
Sharing Speci cation Text: The uses Primitive
The uses primitive can be understood as an intermediate step of a structured construction that provides a controlled form of sharing without an independent semantic content. A uses clause can only appear in abstract machines and always in a larger context. Any number of machines can use a shared machine. These using machines cannot be re ned independently; uses is interpreted only in the nal closure of the sharing construction. Consequently, all the using machines together with the used machine must be included into a common machine, which may then be re ned. All using machines have read-only access to the shared machine and can reference the shared variables in their invariants. The construction guarantees (via proof) that the including machine does not invalidate the invariants of the using machines. uses is not transitive; the knowledge of the variables of the used machine does not transfer from the using machine to any other component.
The proof obligations of a uses M1 statement in machine M2 ensure that the operations de ned in M2 preserve that part of its invariant independent of the variables of M1. The obligations ensuring the shared part of the invariant is respected are delayed until operations are promoted in a nal closure. Operations in M1 which are not promoted never have such obligations discharged.
The following \syntactic" restrictions are also imposed.
{ All (extension) signatures and the signature of used machines are disjoint; { Operations of the using machine can only read variables of the used machines.
Bert, Potet and Rouzaud propose in 4] a modi cation of uses and includes which considers proof obligations sooner, independently of the nal instantiations of the used machine. Their modi cation of uses is similar to an includes with no promoted operations and without instantiating parameters and it can be given an independent semantic content.
2.3 Reference-Only Sharing: The SEES Clause sees allows the sharing of an abstract machine and can be used in another machine, a re nement or an implementation. The state of the seen machine can be consulted, but not modi ed, by the seeing components. Most often, the sees primitive is used in re nements and implementations for the purpose of sharing code and providing reference-only access to shared data, so machines that are imported once in a development can be seen elsewhere. The intention is that the code of the machine that is seen will be linked only once, thus establishing an \one writer, many readers" sharing scheme.
Another common use of the sees primitive is for sharing separately implemented, system-wide types. The speci cation of such types is provided in a stateless machine. Importing such a machine only once in a development, and seeing it many times, ensures that a single copy of code will be present in the nal product. A particular case of this is to specify abstract (mathematical) data types de ned using the sets, constants and properties clauses of an operationless shared machine. Such machines can be seen by any other machine. Operationless machines may not need implementing; they provide a library of useful mathematical concepts that will ease the speci cation of algorithms and architectures, and can be \programmed away" during the development. sees is not transitive: the knowledge of the state variables of the seen machine does not transfer from the seeing machine to any other component. So, every re nement/implementation of a machine that sees M should also see M.
Layered Implementation: The imports Primitive
The imports primitive links implementations to abstract machines allowing a development to be structured into layers. It is this mechanism that allows B to handle large-scale developments by decomposing them into smaller separate developments. As Potet and Rouzaud mention in 25] imports is essentially the \closed" version of includes. This term refers to the open-closed duality principle (e.g. Meyer 24] (1) (list) denotes the formula that is built from the primitive constructs of B and the identi ers in list.
(2) IC3 is not generated by the B-Toolkit. This is because either IC3 is covered by IC4 or otherwise the machine will not be implementable. (The B-Toolkit will also produce a warning at the analysis phase if no initialisation is speci ed.) (3) As we elaborate in Remark 1, section 3, IC2 simpli es to the proof obligation 9(s; c):PROP. require that the included state variables are read-only to the operations of the including machine (semi-hiding) whereas the imported state variables are invisible to the operations of the importing implementation (full-hiding) and accessible only by calling the imported operations.
Following the appearance of some aws in re nements in the presence of sees and imports, Potet and Rouzaud present in 25], and Rouzaud extends in 26], a set of architectural conditions to guarantee the correctness of such re nements. However, these analyses do not consider the e ect of adding new constants and properties relating them to existing constants. As we show, adding new constants and properties may produce analogous correctness aws, unless appropriate context related proof obligations are considered.
Internal Consistency of Abstract Machine Speci cations
An apparent di erence between the implementation of structuring in the BToolkit and the corresponding analysis in the B-Book consists in a collection of context related proofs that appear in the B-Toolkit but which are not considered in the B-Book. These proof obligations aim to establish the (logical) consistency of the speci ed component. The B-Book suggests a more \constructive" approach which consists in establishing the logical consistency of a component speci cation a posteriori, by exhibiting an implementation on a collection of pre-veri ed primitives.
A \ at" abstract machine speci cation is internally consistent if the proof obligations presented in Fig. 1 are satis ed. (They are called Proof Obligations for Internal Consistency by Lano in 20]). IC1 asserts that there are possible machine parameter values that satisfy the speci ed constraints. IC2 asserts that, assuming the machine constraints on the machine parameters, there are sets and constants (i.e. auxiliary types, functions and predicates) satisfying the speci ed properties. 1 IC3 asserts that, assuming the speci ed constraints on the machine parameters and the properties of the constant identi ers, there is at least one machine state satisfying the invariant. If either of the rst two proof obligations fail, then the machine cannot be instantiated and there is no executable system satisfying the speci cation. If the third obligation fails, then there is some acceptable actualization and evaluation (interpretation) of the machine-constants which does not expand to a meaningful machine. IC4 and IC5 give the base case and induction step of a proof that all reachable states satisfy the invariant. 2 We note that the last three proof obligations depend on the consistency of the (constant) context of the machine. If the machine is inconsistent they hold trivially.
In this paper we will focus our attention on the context of a speci ed component in B. The internal consistency of this context depends on the rst three proof obligations: IC1, IC2 and IC3. Notice that these three proof obligations follow the same pattern: assuming the base theory of B, prove that a set of context axioms over a given a set of identi ers implies the uniform interpolant to this set of identi ers of some context extension axioms. As we will elaborate in subsection 2.6, such proof obligations establish that the expansion of the base mathematical language of the B-Method with the signature of the abstract machine M, and the simultaneous addition of the constraints, properties and invariant as axioms, result in a logical theory that is a conservative extension of the base theory of B. From a deduction point of view, such proof obligations are necessary and su cient to guarantee the logical conservativeness of the extension.
Logical Background
In this subsection we provide a condensed description of some results from formal logic which we use in order to establish that the speci c form of contextual proof obligations discussed in this paper may be used to guarantee 1. the internal consistency of abstract machines in B 2. the relative consistency of the static context of the machines that appear in the uses, sees and imports primitives; 1 For simplicity, we have omitted some obvious uniform expansions of the bodies of CN and PROP in the proof obligations. These are, in particular, additional constraints requiring that the parameters p are scalars and the niteness property of deferred sets. In the case of enumerated sets the convention that their elements are distinct has to be appended to the hypothesis of every proof obligation where PROP appears.
3. the correctness of the extension of the static context speci cation in the case of sees and imports. In particular, we review the concepts of a logical theory, a nite axiomatisation of a logical theory, theorem conservation and uniform interpolation. Our intention is to identify some useful results from formal logic, interpret them into the logical language that is used for proof in B and then use them as facts. Note that some of these results essentially depend on the use of rst order logic.
Logical Theories. Let be a sentence in rst order logic. We write ID( ) to denote the set of all symbol identi ers that appear in . We may also write (s; c) to denote that the identi ers s and c may appear in . Let L be a set of identi ers. A logical theory T over L is a set of sentences T such that (1) In other words, if T 2 and T 3 share T 1 then the conservativeness of one extension T 2 over the shared T 1 implies the conservativeness of the amalgamation closure T 4 over the other (not necessarily conservative) extension T 3 . Clearly, if both T 2 ; T 3 extend the shared T 1 conservatively then the amalgamation closure T 4 is conservative over both extensions T 2 and T 3 . As we demonstrate by means simple examples in the following sections our interest in theorem conservation and Modularisation stems from the fact that conservative extensions ensure the absence of any emerging properties (viz. information ow) imposed on the context of a machine speci cation by a contextual extension.
Note that a uniform interpolant depends only on the assumption and the set of identi ers L that may appear in the conclusion of the implications ] the above use of SNF also holds for a blend of second order grammar and rst order deduction, avoiding therefore the necessity to resort to the full deductive power of second order logic. This blend of second order grammar and rst order deduction is called \general" second order logic in 18] (as opposed to \absolute" second order logic which uses second order deduction) and it is reducible to an axiomatic enrichment of unsorted rst order logic. In a few words, the key di erence between \absolute" second order logic and \general" second order logic is the following. In \absolute" second order logic, certain basic notions such as membership, being a subset, set comprehension, etc., are xed primitives at the level of models. In contrast, \general" second order logic avoids appealing to a xed notion such primitives and is consequently reducible to rst order logic enriched with relativisation predicates, (a rst order presentation of) set theoretic membership and a comprehension scheme 4 . A well known reduction of \general" second order logic to rst order logic was given by Enderton in 18].
Such rst order interpretations of \general" second order logic give an analogous result with the use of a deductive presentation of set theoretic membership in the base theory of B.
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On the one hand, when de ning a component in B, one gives rst order context speci cations axiomatically. The function and predicate identi ers are given as parameters or in the constants clause and the axiomatisation is provided in the constraints and the properties clauses 6 . The (relativised) quanti ers used in this case are quantifying over individuals like the usual rst order quanti ers. On the other hand, in a proof obligation, one can quantify over a constants identi er by replacing all the occurrences of that identi er by a new ( rst order) existential quanti er-bounded variable. This may be viewed as rst order interpretation of a \general" second order quanti er. Note that the above neither assumes nor implies that the employed rst order set theory possesses uniform interpolation. For the existential rst order sentences that play the role of uniform interpolants are the result of encoding second order SNF sentences and not ordinary rst order sentences: the variables in their existential pre x are not relativised over a domain of individuals.
Uniform Interpolants in B. The following are some useful results about the use of uniform interpolants in the B-Method. As we already mentioned in this section, they merely depend on the fact that a deductive presentation of set theory is incorporated in the base theory of B. Notice that the constants identi er c does not appear in '. 4 I.e., 9X:X(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) , '(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ), where variables x 1 : : : x n are rst order and free whereas X is a second order variable that does not appear in the formula '. 5 The set theoretic foundation of B consists in a subtheory of ZFC which focuses on reasoning with arbitrarily large nite sets and distinguishes co nite sets by means of a constant BIG. Most importantly, this set theory lacks the Replacement Axiom, the Pairing Axiom and the Foundation Axiom and uses a speci c instance of the Axiom of Choice (c.f. Chapter 2 of 1]). Notably, the notion of an ordered pair is de ned in B outside set theory, and type-checking all set theoretic statements ensures that ordinal numbers are not dealt with in a speci cation. 6 Further restriction apply of course in order to ensure that the sets are nite, the actualisations of the parameters are scalars, etc. For every ' such that ID(') L, P^ P ) ' if and only if P ) '. 3 . P ) 9(c 0 1 ; : : : ; c 0 k ): P. We note that the above Proposition 4(3) can be seen as a proof obligation in order to establish that P^ P is conservative over P. A typical example of such a proof obligation from the B-Book 1] is the context-related proof obligation of imports (page 599 of the B-Book). The latter can be seen as the rst order reduction of the SNF-style (second order) formula describing the uniform interpolant of the conjunction of the formulae in the properties clauses of the implemented re nement sequence to the context signature of the imported machine. (See also section 5.) For the rest of the paper, our main focus will be on this kind of proof obligation which we show to be generally useful, and often essential, for ensuring relative consistency, relative completeness of presentation, and proof modularity for the (static) context of several composition primitives that are used in a development with the B-Method.
Incremental Speci cation
As we explained in subsection 2.6, theorem conservation introduces a relative consistency and a relative completeness argument { as follows. Firstly, the consistency of the extended logical theory reduces to the consistency of the base theory. If the \Internal Consistency" proof obligations IC1{IC4 illustrated in { IC2 guarantees that the axiomatisation of the sets and constants is conservative over the logical theory generated by the axiomatisation of the constraints on the parameters (by proving the uniform interpolant of the for- Note that when large speci cations are structured incrementally, the logical theory of the static part of the whole speci cation need not be conservative over the theories of the static part of its components. As we illustrate in the following subsection, it is often the case that (the logical theory describing the static part of) a compound machine is not conservative over some or all of its components. Whatever the case is, both components and compound speci cations extend the base theory of B conservatively.
Extending Speci cations
In the case of extends and includes the static context related proof obligations take the form that is provided in Fig. 2 , which is similar to those of a \ at" machine over an extended context. The only new form of proof obligations is about the actualization of the parameters of the included machine. This proof obligation (Fig. 2{IN1.(b) ) validates the constraints of the included machine in the context of the including machine. The logical theory that describes the static part of M2 is equivalent to that of a \ at machine" with parameters p 2 underpins the conception of includes and extends as the \open" structuring assemblies that facilitate information disclosure. They allow the designer to reuse the speci cation text of the included machine, thereby specifying the context of the including machine as an enrichment of the context of the included one.
Sharing Components
In the case of sees and uses, the context-related proof obligations take the form provided in Fig. 3 . 2. in the case of uses, the logical theory of the context of M3 is conservative over the logical theories describing the stateless fragment of M3, and the stateless fragment of M1. Note that it is not conservative over the whole context of M1 because the uses-invariant may strengthen the invariant over the state variables of the used machine M1.
In the following paragraphs, we discuss the impact of these context-related proof obligations in the cases of uses and sees separately.
The Impact of the Context-Related Proof Obligations on uses . Establishing Sh2 in this case guarantees that the underlying theory of the constants of the using machine is conservative over the corresponding theory of the used machine. Further, the Modularisation property of rst-order theory presentations (Proposition 1) guarantees that the union of the corresponding theories, underlying the sharing mechanism of uses, will preserve consistency. Consequently, no further consistency proofs about the union are necessary. This is demonstrated in the following example. It is worth noting that, unlike sees, the conservativeness requirement between the constant contexts that underlies uses is not seen as fundamental. It facilitates proof modularity, presentation clarity and it is consistent with the architectural concept of \one writer, many readers" but it can be omitted. For example Bert, Potet and Rouzaud propose in 4] an alternative version of sees which is very similar to an includes that does not instantiate parameters and does not promote any operation. Although they do not consider constants in their development, one can imagine a variant of uses where the constant context of the using machine is not conservative over the constant context of the used machine.
In such a case, one would not be able to employ the Modularization property and the consistency of the closure should be re-established (or delayed until the implementation). Since only the closure machine is re ned and later implemented, the conservativeness of the constant context for uses can be conceived to be a matter of taste and style of development. Though, as we illustrate in this paper, the above argument does not apply in the cases of sees and imports where the conservativeness between the static contexts of the seeing/importing component and the seen/imported machine is required.
The Impact of the Context-Related Proof Obligations on sees. For sees, establishing Sh2 guarantees that the underlying theory about the constants of the seeing machine is conservative over the theory of the seen machine. Therefore the properties of the seeing machine cannot impose any further \emerging" properties on the constants of the seen machine. In other words, there is no information ow from the seeing machine to the seen machine. This is fundamental for the following reasons.
1. The seen machine M1 may be consulted from machines other than M2 and any emerging properties from M2 may have unpredictable side-e ects on the operation of those machines by implicitly enriching their properties clause with the potential of creating con icts or inconsistencies.
2. If M1 is enriched (viz. re ned) in a development, such a modi cation takes place on the only shared copy of M1 and the only properties about s 1 ; c 1 taken into consideration are those speci ed within M1; any emerging properties cannot be considered.
3. The seen machine M1 will be implemented separately and in such an implementation only the properties about the sets and constants s 1 ; c 1 are considered. If emerging properties on the constants of M1 had been allowed these will not be considered by the implementation therefore causing incompatibilities in parallel development. ensures the conservativeness of I3. In fact, both M2 and M3 are ill de ned. Because they implicitly modify the static context of M1 by imposing (in this example con icting) emerging properties. In order to avoid such side-e ects when a machine M sees a machine M1, the context of M must be conservative on the context of M1. That is, all sentences about the sets and constants identi ers of M1 that are provable in the context of seeing machine M should also be provable in the context of the seen machine M1. As we explain in section 2.6 the latter is the case if and only if the sentences 9g:(g:NAT ! NAT^8x:(x:NAT ) (g(x) < 5^f(x) < g(x)))) and, respectively, 9h:(h:NAT ! NAT^8x:(x:NAT ) h(x) = 3)^f(1) 6 = h(1)) follow from the context axioms of M1. Clearly, in this example, none of the above mentioned proof obligations can be discharged.
Layered Implementation (imports)
In the case of imports (in an implementation) the context related proofs have the form provided in Figure 6 . Imp1 establishes, in analogy to includes, the correctness of the instantiation p 1 :=n 1 of the imported machine M1(p 1 ). We note that the assumption in Imp1 does not embody PROP1 although imported constant identi ers in c 1 may appear in the assumption via PROP3. As ow from M2I to M1. However, the conservativeness of context(M1(n 1 )) over PROP1 follows by taking Imp1 into account. Imp1 and Imp2 together guarantee that if context(M1(n 1 )) ) '(c 1 ) then PROP1 ) '(c 1 ).
We note that, among the contextual conservativeness requirements we discuss in this paper, only Imp2 is considered in the B-Book (page 599). Indeed, the conservativeness of this extension is fundamental. Because the imported machine M1 is implemented independently in a layered development, the only (abstract) properties considered in the implementation of M1 are PROP1 (i.e., those speci ed in the properties clause of M1). If any emerging properties about the static context of M1 were allowed, these properties would not be considered in the implementation of M1. The latter could allow the validation of an implementation M1I of a behaviour that is weaker than that assumed by M2I, in which case the correctness of each implementation layer individually would not guarantee the correctness of the overall development. This is illustrated in Example 3. Example 3. Consider the implementation presented in Figure 7 where the abstract machine to be re ned is M2 which speci es an operation op 2 such that op 2 always returns TRUE, and the imported machine is M1 which speci es an operation op 1 such that op 1 always returns FALSE. Both machines M1 and M2 are clearly internally correct but the property given in the implementation is inconsistent with those inherited from the re nement sequence and the imported machine. Consequently, the proof obligation related to the preservation of the invariant in M2I We note that while testing the above example in the B-Toolkit, the incorrect proof obligation of Figure 8 was generated by the tool. The tool generated proof obligation is incorrect because it trivialises the conservativeness argument by bounding the occurrences of fun 2 and fun 1 in the conclusion with an existential quanti er and thus producing a formula that is strictly weaker than the uniform interpolant. In the correct form of this proof obligation fun 1 appears unbounded (as the same constant in the conclusion and the assumption). The above mentioned proof obligation reads \ there exist fun 1 and fun 2 such that fun 2 has those properties and fun 1 is equal to fun 2 " which is of course valid. (Because it reduces to the internal consistency of the abstraction M2.) 6 
Conclusion
In this paper we have discussed how the conservativeness between the static context of components in B can be established by means of proof obligations which have a common (meta-)form. From a deduction perspective, the common (meta-)form of these proof obligations consists in establishing that the From a logical viewpoint, these proof obligations can be seen as a set of necessary and su cient conditions for establishing the conservativeness of the contextual extension. By requiring such a contextual extension to be conservative, one guarantees the relative consistency, relative completeness of presentation and the absence of information ow from the context of the compound speci cation to the context of the component speci cation. By establishing the conservativeness of the compound context over the context of the component these proof obligations are 1. essential in order to ensure the correctness of the \consultation only" sharing architecture in the case of sees and the compatibility of layered implementation in the case of imports; 2. useful in order to facilitate proof modularity and orthogonality of incremental speci cation in the case of sharing speci cation modules via the uses primitive.
Instances of such proof obligations are generated by the B-Toolkit (release Beta 4.58) for the validation of the contextual extensions that are associated with the uses, sees, or imports primitives, as well as ensuriing that (the static context) of a component speci cation in B is internally consistent (following the Proof Obligations for Internal Consistency provided by Lano in 20]). We also noted that only in the case of imports (in an implementation) some form of conservativeness validation by means of appropriate uniform interpolants has been explicitly considered in the B-Book. However, the context-related proof obligation generated by the B-Toolkit for imports is not su cient and needs to be corrected.
We plan to investigate the potential of producing analogous proof obligations to ensure non-interference and to control state sharing and information ow in the dynamic part of component speci cations in B. This may involve developing an appropriate (polymodal) formalism (c.f. 3, 14] ) to model the correlation between sequences of general substitutions and state transitions and then reduce it to classical logic enriched with a deductive presentation of set theoretic membership (c.f 8, 12]). Non-interference and absence of information ow are known to be related with bisimulation between the abstract state spaces 5, 27] while the existence of interpolants is known to be equivalent with entailment along bisimulation in various (poly)modal logics 8, 12] . Furhtermore, an equivalence between the stability of theorem conservation under amalgamation of theory extensions and some variants of interpolation has been established in 16] for various families of re exive, transitive and monotonic entailment relations.
